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Recruiters have two significant roles within their job. Like salespeople, they must sell a product. That product 

is the opportunity for new blood to join an organization, and the process of converting talent into contracted 

employees is the lynchpin of any recruitment function. 

Employees, of course, have the power to boost a brand or damage it. That makes HR a marketing function as 

much as it is a sales one. Every day, recruiters are responsible for finding the right candidates for their 

organization. They do this by placing recruitment advertisements, measuring the return on investment (ROI) of 

those advertisements and making strategic decisions in order to boost their campaign's success. In marketing 

speak, they are responsible for turning over leads and converting those leads into sales. 

Such duality of function is unusual. Outside the human resources space, sales people rarely do marketing 

work, and marketing people rarely sell the leads they turn over. It's a real testament to the business savvy and 

talents of recruiters that they are able to combine both functions. But managing these two processes also 

presents distinct challenges for recruiters who may not be versed in marketing analysis. 

In our view, recruiters can take great inspiration from the online marketing playbook. Direct response 

marketers, whose objective is not brand-building but generating a physical lead or a sale, expend a 

tremendous amount of time, energy and expense making sure the business process is as efficient as possible 

so they get the highest level of conversion. A good example is the Amazon "one-click" buy button. It seems 

obvious that consumers who can buy things with one click will buy more, but that wonderfully efficient process 

came about through massive market analysis and a thorough understanding of consumer psychology. 

Recruiters don't have a one-click buy button. What they do have is a job advertisement, comprising a title and 

a job description, and an online recruitment platform that allows candidates physically to submit an 

application once they click through from the ad. This is the recruiter's sales funnel, and good decisions along 

the pipeline can amplify the brand message, positively influence candidate behavior and boost the efficacy 

of the business process. 

Appcast.io analyzed around 400,000 job seekers looking at job advertisements on the web and the 30,000 

applies that resulted from those searches. Appcast.io found that the length of the job description.job title and 

application process, as well as the mobile-enablement of the apply portal, had a material impact on the 

candidate's decision to apply. Marketing analytics, applied to your apply processes, can really help to capture 

your audience's attention, boost conversion (apply) rates and drive recruitment ROI - as this white paper 

shows. 

I do hope you find it useful. 

Chris Forman, 

Founder and CEO 

of Appcast 
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